Follow the Light

Capo 1 (E)  Softly and powerfully \( \text{\textbf{B}} = 136 \)

**VERSE 1**

1. Star in the sky,___ we be - hold___
   Lamp for our path___ that was dark -

   You - ness,
   How could our eyes___ turn a - way?__
   eternity's se - cret revealed,
   Drawn to the light___ of
   a hope to il - lu - mine these

   mercy shad - ows, that comes to make a way___

   And we will fol - low the Light___ we will
VERSE 2

Even the night will not shake us. In the desert, our hearts will not fear.

Drawn to the hope of salvation, we wait for the sun to appear. And we will

CHORUS

follow the Light, we will follow the Light,

seeking the Lamb, our saving Love Divine.
O Star of wonder, star of night, star with royal beauty bright; westward leading, still proceeding.

Guide us to thy Perfect Light.

And we will follow the Light, we will follow the Light seeking the Lamb,

We will follow the Light, we will follow the Light seeking the Lamb, our saving Love Divine.